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MMAARRIINNEE  AAMMPPLLIIFFIIEERRSS

MAA465 MARINE AMPLIFIER - 4 x 65 watts 600 watts N/A 25Hz-22kHz

MAA1500 MARINE AMPLIFIER - 1 X 500 watts 750 watts N/A 25Hz-130Hz

MMAARRIINNEE  CCOOAAXXIIAALLSS

MAC6502W Marine 2-way coaxial - 6.5” w/ Poly woofer, aluminum tweeter (White Enclosure) 100 Watts 93 dB 85Hz-20kHz

MAC6502B Marine 2-way coaxial - 6.5” w/ Poly woofer, aluminum tweeter (Black Enclosure) 100 Watts 93 dB 85Hz-20kHz

MAC8002W Marine 2-way  coaxial - 8” w/ Poly woofer, aluminum tweeter (White Enclosure) 150 Watts 94 dB 55Hz-20kHz

MAC8002B Marine 2-way  coaxial - 8” w/ Poly woofer, aluminum tweeter (Black Enclosure) 150 Watts 94 dB 55Hz-20kHz

MAC6903W Marine 3-way  coaxial - 6”X 9” w/ Poly woofer, aluminum tweeter (White Enclosure) 150 Watts 94 dB 55Hz-20kHz

MAC6903B Marine 3-way  coaxial - 6”X 9” w/ Poly woofer, aluminum tweeter (Black Enclosure) 150 Watts 94 dB 55Hz-20kHz

MMAARRIINNEE  WWOOOOFFEERRSS

MAW8004 8” Marine component woofer - 4 ohm w/ Poly cone, rubber surround, 2" VC, CHIL compatible 300 watts 87dB 20Hz-250Hz

MAW1004 10” Marine component woofer - 4 ohm w/ Poly cone, rubber surround, 2" VC, CHIL compatible 450 watts 89dB 20Hz-250Hz

MMAARRIINNEE  TTUUBBEESS

SCUBA8 Marine 8” BAZOOKA tube subwoofer w/ SCUBA tank cosmetic 150 Watts 102 dB 35Hz-250Hz

MBT8014 Marine 8” BAZOOKA tube subwoofer 150 Watts 102 dB 35Hz-250Hz

MBT1014 Marine 10” BAZOOKA tube subwoofer 200 Watts 104 dB 35Hz-250Hz

MBTA8100, MBTA10100 Marine 8” or 10” amplified BAZOOKA tube subwoofer (100 watt) 100 watts N/A 35Hz-85Hz

MBTA8200, MBTA10200 Marine 8” or 10” MOSFET amplified BAZOOKA tube subwoofer (200 watt) 150 Watts N/A 35Hz-250Hz

MMAARRIINNEE  TTUUBBBBIIEESS

MT6502BS Black 6” Tubbies w/stainless steel hardware 100 Watts 93 dB 85Hz-20kHz

MT6502WS White 6” Tubbies w/stainless steel hardware 100 Watts 93 dB 85Hz-20kHz

MT8002BS Black 8” Tubbies w/stainless steel hardware 150 Watts 94 dB 55Hz-20kHz

MT8002WS White 8” Tubbies w/stainless steel hardware 150 Watts 94 dB 55Hz-20kHz

MT8252BS Black 8” double ended tubbie with 5.25” coaxial 225 Watts 94 dB 55Hz-20kHz

MT8252WS White 8” double ended tubbie with 5.25” coaxial 225 Watts 94 dB 55Hz-20kHz

PPRREE  AAMMPP

MPA1000 Pre amp microphone PA system NA NA NA

SPECIFICATIONS



Marine Bass Tubes®

The Bazooka® Marine Bass Tubes bring the superior

performance of Bazooka® products to the water.

Some of the features critical to the performance

and reliability of the Bazooka® Marine Component

Bass Tube Subwoofers in the harsh marine

environment are plated speaker terminals,

stainless steel hardware, waterproof woofer

design, UV resistant enclosure, and a nylon

composite mounting system for the tubes.

Marine SCUBA
The original and patented NOS style

subwoofer has a new relative.  The

SCUBA8 looks like a mild

mannered air tank, but in reality

is a camouflaged subwoofer that

will take the breath away of the

passengers in your boat when

they hear it!

Marine Satellites

The Marine Satellites are available in 6”, 8”, and 6X9” sizes and will work

with all marine audio systems.  These satellites feature UV resistant

white grills, composite speaker baskets, polyurethane rubber woofer

surrounds, poly-mica woofer cones, and aluminum dome tweeters with

12db per octave crossovers.

Bazooka is setting new standards with the industry's first true marine

speaker designed outside of the traditional “it's gotta be white to be

marine” mentality.  The black and cosmetic aluminum marine satellite

speakers offer all of the water resistant features and build quality of

their traditional white siblings with a hot cosmetic for use on today’s

outrageous ski and offshore powerboats. 

Pre Amp
The MPA-1000 adds two great features to ANY Marine Audio Application—MP3 input, and Microphone

communication with the wakeboard rider or skier behind you, boats nearby, or people on the dock.

This slick setup connects to any amplified audio system, and adds a microphone that automatically

sends your voice out over the audio system.  You can listen to any portable audio device using your

boat’s system using the input jack on the front of the control unit.

Marine Amplifiers
Bazooka® Marine Amplifiers offer flexibility not common to Marine customers.

With an infinitely configurable 4-channel amplifier and a 2ohm stable 500-watt

subwoofer amplifier, these amps will help make waves from the marina to the ocean.

Marine Tubbies
The newest member of the marine product family combines all

aspects of Bazooka product design to create what is arguably the

best wakeboard tower speaker package available at any price.

These wakeboard tower speakers (affectionately known as

“tubbies”) offer two very important benefits over other similar

products: 1. They are first and foremost designed by a speaker

enclosure manufacturer with over 20 years of enclosure design

experience.  2. They utilize true marine grade

speakers designed for use in the harsh

marine environment. 

Marine Woofers
Bazooka Marine Component Subwoofers can create waves

on their own!  These high performance marine grade

woofers are available in 8” and 10” sizes and are ready to

“Rock the Boat” with features like UV treated poly woofer

cones, rubber surrounds, Progressive flat spider, Kapton VC

former, powder coated back plate with side venting, nickel

plated connectors, and a monster motor structure with a

bumped backplate and rear venting.
MT6502BS
MT6502WS

MT8252BS
MT8252WS

MT8002BS

MT8002WS

Component Woofer 
Grill Compatible
GR-S10B/S10C, GR-S12B/S12C

MAA465/MAA1500

MAC8002W,
MAC8002B

MAC6903W

MAC6502W,
MAC6502B

MAW8004, MAW1004

MBT8014,
MBT1014

MBTA8100,
MBTA10100

MBTA8200,
MBTA10200

SCUBA8

MPA1000


